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China blasted the world's first quantum communications satellite 
into orbit from the Gobi Desert early Tuesday. The project signals 
the dawn of a potentially game-changing communications 
technology: quantum key distributionâ€”a dependable system for 
exchanging secrets (more on this in a bit)â€”as beamed from 
space.
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What China's Quantum Satellite Launch Means for
Globâ€¦

What China's Quantum Satellite Launch Means for â€¦
fortune.com/2016/08/16/china-quantum-satellite-launch

Quantum
Experiments at
Space Scale

Quantum Experiments
at Space Scale, is an
international research
project in the field of
quantum physics.
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Manufacturer: Chinese Academy of Sciences
Launch vehicle: Long March 2D

Start date: 16 Aug, 2016

fortune.com/2016/08/16/china-quantum-satellite-launch
China blasted the worldâ€™s first quantum communications satellite into orbit from the
Gobi Desert early Tuesday. The project signals the dawn of a potentially game-changing
â€¦

China's new quantum satellite is designed to teleport â€¦
https://qz.com/760804
â€œ[T]he satellite is designed to establish ultra-secure quantum communications by
transmitting uncrackable keys from space to the ground,â€� Xinhua, Chinaâ€™s state
news agency, wrote after the equipment was launched on a rocket from the Gobi desert.

Quantum Experiments at Space Scale - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_Experiments_at_Space_Scale
Quantum Experiments at Space Scale (QUESS; Chinese: é‡�å�� ç§‘å�¦ å®žéªŒ å�«æ˜Ÿ;
pinyin: LiàngzÇ� kÄ“xué shíyàn wèixÄ«ng; literally: "Quantum Science Experiment
Satellite"), is an international research project in the field of quantum physics.
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China Launches Quantum Satellite in Bid to Pioneer â€¦
https://www.nytimes.com/.../asia/china-quantum-satellite-mozi.html
Aug 17, 2016 · BEIJING â€” China launched the worldâ€™s first quantum
communications satellite from the Gobi Desert early Tuesday, a major step in the
countryâ€™s bid to be at the forefront of quantum research, which could lead to new,
completely secure methods of transmitting information.

Videos of quantum satellite
bing.com/videos
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Chinaâ€™s quantum satellite achieves â€˜spooky
actionâ€™ at ...
www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/06/china-s-quantum-satellite-achieves...
The satellite is the foundation of the $100 million Quantum Experiments at Space Scale
program, one of several missions that China hopes will make it a space science power on
par with the United States and Europe. In their first experiment, the team sent a laser
beam into a light-altering crystal on the satellite.

China's Quantum Satellite Could Change Cryptography ...
https://www.popsci.com/chinas-quantum-satellite-could-change...
The new Quantum Space Satellite (QUESS) program is no mere science experiment.
China is already becoming a world leader in quantum communications technology; a
satellite that delivers quantum communications will be a cornerstone for translating
cutting-edge research into a strategic asset for Chinese power worldwide.

China's launch of quantum satellite major step in space
â€¦
phys.org › Astronomy & Space › Space Exploration
China's launch of the first quantum satellite Tuesday will push forward efforts to develop
the ability to send communications that can't be penetrated by hackers, experts said.

China launches quantum satellite for 'hack-proof ...
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/aug/16/china-launches...
â€œThe satelliteâ€™s two-year mission will be to develop â€˜hack-proofâ€™ quantum
communications, allowing users to send messages securely and at â€¦

What is a quantum satellite? - The Hindu
www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/What-is-a-quantum-satellite/...
Aug 21, 2016 · On August 16, China said it had launched a quantum satellite into space
that could be the future of wireless communication â€¦

Future satellite - Eutelsat Quantum
https://www.eutelsat.com/.../future-satellites/Eutelsat-Quantum.html
Eutelsat Quantum will usher in a new era of commercial satellite service by enabling
users in government, mobility and data markets to actively define and shape the
performance and reach they need from a satellite.

China uses a quantum
satellite to transmit

CNBC · 8/10/2017

2:37 HD

Quantum satellite
achieves 'spooky action'

YouTube · 6/15/2017 ·

2:18 HD

Chinaâ€™s first quantum
satellite draws attention

YouTube · 8/16/2016 ·
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performance and reach they need from a satellite.

Chinaâ€™s Latest Leap Forward Isnâ€™t Just
Greatâ€”Itâ€™s Quantum ...
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-latest-leap-forward-isnt-just...
Beijing launches the worldâ€™s first quantum-communications satellite into orbit China
launched Micius, said to be the world's first quantum satellite, early Tuesday. The
encryption technology it carries could put Beijing far ahead of its rivals in the global race
for hack-proof communication.
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